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Supply List  Collage I: 20th Century Art in the Making MMED23236 FA20
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Items required for the first class:
 11"x14" board
 12 sheets Stonehenge paper (or equivalent)
 4B pencil
 black Conté
 kneadable eraser
 white gesso, medium size (any brand)
 large bottle of Golden soft gel medium gloss or wall covering adhesive
 scalpel or XActo knife with extra blades
 cutting surface (can be a piece of hardboard or a cutting mat)
 collage resource materials (old sheet music, old book pages, brown Kraft paper etc.)
 large 3” house painting brush
 1 roll of Blue Shop towels
 Dove unscented extra hold hairspray
 old used credit card or a silicone/plastic scraper
Additional items to be discussed during the first class:
Painting:
 Liquitex clear gesso, medium size
 matte medium (any brand)
 water based Varathane satin finish
 acrylic paints (student set with primary colours black, white, and burnt umber)
 1”,2”,4” foam brushes
Surfaces:
 46 sheets of white Stonehenge paper
 11 surfaces  hardboard panels 1/4" (Home Depot or Castle: have them cut down a half sheet (11"x14" or 16"x20"), don’t buy the
1/8 since they will warp), other alternatives are cradled panels, ¼ MDF or birch plywood 11"x14" or 16"x20" (Home Depot or Castle), or
found materials such as plywood scraps or heavy cardboard, canvas covered panels are also a possibility (warping is a problem)
Other Materials:
 small glue gun and glue sticks
 package of cellulose sponges
 medium and coarse foam sanding blocks
 pair of small embroidery or nail scissors
 several large used yogurt containers
 stirring sticks or old spoon
 24 rolls of Blue Shop towels
 roll of white Reynolds freezer paper
Recommended Textbook:
Taylor, Brandon, Collage: The Making of Modern Art, Thames and Hudson (2006)
https://www.amazon.ca/CollageBrandonTaylor/dp/0500286094/?tag=vancouveris0a20
For classroom courses and workshops, paper will be available for purchase at the school.
Please keep in mind that local art stores are encouraging phone orders and back door pickup to avoid lineups as the number of
in store customers is limited.
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